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Black Camel 

"Customized Sandwiches"

Black Camel is a good restaurant for an on-the-go meal that is healthy,

filling and affordable at the same time. This restaurant serves some of the

most amazing sandwiches in the city, and the reason why they probably

have such a loyal fan following is that they pay attention to the diner's

needs and personalize the order as per their preferences. Other dishes on

the menu include chili and brisket along with a range of sauces and

toppings to pick from. They do not have plebty of seating, but they do

have a small patio area.

 +1 416 929 7518  www.blackcamel.ca/about.htm  4 Crescent Road, Opposite Rosedale

Subway Station, Toronto ON
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Carousel Bakery 

"Home To Toronto's Most Famous Sandwich"

Home to the legendary Peameal Bacon Sandwich, the Carousel Bakery is

a definitive must-stop, must-eat spot on any self-respecting foodie's

epicurean itinerary. Simply placed on a soft Kaiser Bun, the special chunk

of secretly sourced peameal bacon lends just the right amount of moisture

and taste to its bun, making it nothing less than a culinary feat for

thousands of fans who stop by the bakery every weekend. Tucked inside

the historic St. Lawrence Market, the sandwich's fans include celebrity

chef Emeril Lagasse, Bobby Flay, and other well-known figures like Drake

and Catherine-Zeta Jones, to name a few. The wildly popular bakery is

known to sell nearly 2600 units of the famous bacon sandwich on a usual

Saturday, so be prepared to wait in line if you want a bite of this award-

winning snack. Besides the sandwich, the Carousel Bakery also offers a

range of baked goods, pastries, wraps, and bagels.

 +1 416 363 4247  www.stlawrencemarket.com/vendor

s/vendor_detail/56/

 93 Front Street East, St Lawrence

Market, Unit 42, Toronto ON
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Porchetta & Co 

"Crackling Pork Sandwiches"

The Porchetta sandwich with rapini drizzled with truffle sauce and grainy

mustard is a superstar at Porchetta & Co. This burger and sandwich joint

at Dundas Street, is a heaven for pork and seafood lovers. Every sandwich

served at Porchetta & Co is power packed with delicious flavors and oozes

gooey cheese in every bite and their coleslaw is a perfect accomplice.

Porchetta & Co is a small place with limited seating but a cozy

atmosphere. It is a great place to enjoy a scrumptious sandwich in

heavenly solitude and if you are in group, you can always call ahead and

place your order and take-out your sandwiches to enjoy them in comforts

of your home. The crackling with the order comes highly recommended!

The place accepts only cash payment.

 +1 647 352 6611  www.porchettaco.com/  info@porchettaco.com  825 Dundas Street West,

Toronto ON
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California Sandwiches 

"Cutlets Cali-Style"

Since 1967, California Sandwiches remains famous for their Italian veal

sandwiches. Hidden in a modest brick building in Little Italy, the original

deli has expanded to seven more locations throughout the Greater

Toronto Area. One sandwich is enough for two healthy servings, but

remember to grab lots of napkins as tackling the monster-size sandwich

can get messy.

 +1 416 603 3317  www.californiasandwiches

.com

 admin@californiasandwich

es.com

 244 Claremont Street,

Toronto ON
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The Fish Store & YuNes'

Sandwiches 

"For the Fishoholic in You"

The aromas of the fresh catch from the sea, seasoned and deep fried are

intoxicating and at The Fish Store & YuNes' Sandwiches you will get

intoxicated just after walking into the restaurant. Everything from the fish

sandwiches, burritos to the fish meal is utterly delicious. All the dishes

served here use freshly caught fish which is cooked to perfection and the

hot sauce adds a distinct dimension to the dish. You can enjoy your

delightful meal at the restaurant or call ahead and take-out your order to

enjoy it in the comforts of your home. The Fish Store & YuNes'

Sandwiches is a fish lovers fantasy come to life.

 +1 416 533 2822  fishsandwich.ca/  657 College Street, Toronto ON
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Milano Sandwiches 

"Sandwiches and More"

Milano Sandwiches is an upscale restaurant which serves a number of

sandwiches, salads, pastas and pizzas. The Greek and Italian sandwiches

are cooked only with halal meat and the menu ranges from home-cooked

chicken meals to complicated high-end items. Some of the popular dishes

here include their veal sandwiches, gyros, Greek salads, lasagna, chicken

fingers and shawarma. Their sausage and potato dish is also highly

popular at the events catered by them.

 +1 905 477 0777  www.milanofoodworks.ca/  7181 Woodbine Avenue, Markham ON
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